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Vibration Testing
Reviewing the State of the Art-Prospects and Chaknges

By
Norman F. Hunter, Technical Staff Member

Mechanical Testing Group
MS-C931

Los Alarnos National Laboratory
Los Alarnos, New Mexico, 87545 USA

1.0 Introduction

Formal Shock and vibration testing gained popularity during and following World Wru II. These tests were
designed to ensure that the typical test unit survived the stresses induced by anticipated field environments.
The test system consisted of items that were, in service, exposed to significant shock or vibration levels.
Typical systems included gun mounts, warheads, shipping containers, and automotive or aircraft
components. Field environments expose test items to a wide range of environments, either simultaneously
or in succession, including elevated or reduced temperatures, impacts, static loads, or vibrations. This
monograph emphasizes vibration testing.

From a relatively simple overtest whose only goal was ensuring unit survival, vibration and shock tests
progressed to complex, heavily instrumented tests recording data from force transducers, accelerometers,
and strain gauges. Tests are designed to ensure unit survival, to evaluate the structured effeets of the
environment to estimate bounds on the survivable input and to veri~ analytical models. This expanded test
philosophy leads to lighter, more efficiently designed systems. Estimation of bounds on survivability and
verification of analytical models strongly shaped the process of environmental testing during the last
decade.

This paper presents a brief history of vibration testing, outlines the current process of shock and vibration
testing, suggest some improvements, and, in a broader sense, challenges, for future testing. Several
exeellent histories of Shock and Vibration testing are documented in the literature (Pusy, 1996). Seetion 2
of this paper &aws heavily on Pus y and Smallwood (Pusy, p. 187 ff.) to outline the history of vibration
testing. Steps in the vibration testing process are outlined in Section 3. Section 4 summarizes issues
involved in current testing, with particular emphasis on trends and challenges. The critical factors of cost,
data integrity, and systematic coordination of testing and analysis are reviewed in some detail.

2.0 A Brief History of Vibration Testing

Shock and vibration testing has been practiced since ancient times, albeh in an intuitive and strongly
practically oriented manner. Shipbuilders, for example, considered the repetitive impacts of wind and wave
when designing wooden vessels. Primitive arehers intuitively designed their arrows to withstand the shock
of encountering bone and sinew. J.E. Gordon (Gordon, 1978), in his excellent book, “Structures, or Why
Things Don’t Fall Down” dmuments fatigue failures soon after the industrial revolution and notes that
fatigue is the result of “the cumulative effect of fluctuating loads”. ‘I%esteady improvement of intuitive
methods led to the more formalized testing, and to the current emphasis on mathematical models. Currently
our knowledge of failure mechanisms caused by the “cumulative effects of fluctuating loads” leaves much
to be desired, especially if the material in question is a nonmetal.

Formalized shock and vibration tests began during and following World War II. Vibration testing arose
because of the perverse nature of physical systems to fail in unexpected ways. The failure mode was often
quite unrelated to behavior under static loads. It was evident that simple static load models, while often
very useful in the design of civil engineering structures, were insufficient
repetitive loads. The spectacular torsional, vibration failure of the Tacoma
(Gordon, 1978) is a classic example.

for systems subjected to
Narrows bridge in 1940
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Shcck loads are distinct from vibration loads. Vibration implies the repetitive application of forces for
many natural periods of a structure. In contrast, most shocks are transient events, lasting for relatively short
time periods (milliseconds to minutes). Shocks last at most for few natural periods of a structure. It is fair to
say that one structures shock is another structures vibration. In most cases, shock and vibration are distinct
entities. Shocks sometimes induce very high values of acceleration over small physical regions of a
structure, values that would certainly lead to failure if the duration or physical extent were increased. Shcxk
testing emphasizes high amplitude transient events in contrast to vibration, where the emphasis is on long
lasting, lower amplitude repetitive events.

The history of shmk and vibration testing is the story of steadily increasing sophistication in test hardware,
test control, and in the interpretation of test results.

Vibration Machines.
Early vibration machines utilized rotating eccentric weights, but during the mid 1950’s electrodynamics

vibration machines, conceptually similar to those used today, made their appearance (Pusy and Smallwood,
1996). The electronic vacuum tube amplifiers of the 1950’s and 60’s were followed by solid state
amplifiers in the 1970’s.

Electrodynamics vibration machines consist of a moving part (the armature) which oscillates relative to a
fixed stator (or field coil) (Mcconnel, 1995). Alternating electric currents coupled either mechanically
using wires, or inductively, to the moving armature induce the oscillatory forces driving the armature
motion. A constant electric current in the stator produces a steady state magnetic field against which the
alternating field of the armature reacts. The electrodynarnic vibration machine is fundamentally a large
loudspeaker without the cone. Some small vibration machines used in modal vibration testing and
generating tens of pounds of force use permanent magnets rather than fixed stator coils and thus more
closely resemble loudspeakers.

The second class of vibration machines are electrohydraulic. Electrohydraulic vibration machines move a
piston using fluid pressure. Electrohydraulic machines are displacement driven devices, since a given oil
volume corresponds to a given piston displacement. Electrohydraulic machines readily produce low
frequency vibrations, but the oil flow rate through the valve(s) feeding the piston limits the high frequency
performance, as does the high but finite compliance of the oil fluid column. Electrohydraulic machines are
readily designed to produce large forces. The force rating of an electrohydraulic actuator is based on the
product of the piston area (usually some number of square inches) times the fluid pressure (usually 3,000
psi.) For typical forces, say 10,000 lbs, electrohydraulic vibration machines reproduce frequencies horn
zero to perhaps 500 Hz.

Electrodynamics vibration machines generally reproduce higher fkquencies well. Low frequencies that
require relatively large displacements are difilcult to generate on electrodynamics vibration machines, due to
the difficulty of producing a strong, uniform magnetic field over distances ranging ffom inches to feet. The
contrasting natural advantages of each method led to an emphasis on electrohydraulic machines for
earthquake simulation and other low frequency applications and electrodynamics machines for simulation of
missile launch vibrations and aircraft vibration. Truck transportation environments can be produced by
either type of machine.

Since 1960 steady progress has been made in the design and application of electrodynamics and
electrohydraulic vibration testing machines. High current, solid state electronics replaced the high voltage
vacuum tube power amplifiers. Improved materials led to stiffer, more durable armatures and test fixtures.
These are significant mechanical changes, but the biggest changes have occurred in testing philosophy,
data acquisition, and data processing.

Intuitive views of vibratory motion originally led to an emphasis on sinusoidal vibration testing. It is
natural to excite vibratory motion with a sine wave of S1OWIy varying frequency. The amplitude of the input
sine wave corresponds to the input vibration level, and the amplitude of the response sine wave corresponds
to the response acceleration level. Analog electronics readily estimates these amplitudes. A sinusoidal
input to a linear system naturally excites a single ffequency sinusoidal response. The relative simplicity of
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the electronics, coupled with the conceptual simplicity, led to considerable sinusoidal testing in the 1950’s
and 1960’s. Sinusoidal testing was straightforward. Harmonics at multiples of the excitation frequency
corresponded to nonlinear behavior in the test item. Nonlinear behavior, as evidenced by considerable
harmonic generation, was a normal feature of system tests during the era of sinusoidal testing.

Random testing gained popularity with the advent of filter banks that allowed adjustment of the RMS value
in each frequency range. Typically, using the analog controllers the test frequency range from 5-2000 Hz.
was controlled in 80 bandwidths each 25 Hz wide. The level in each band was adjusted using a slide wire
potentiometer. Random tests were often conducted following a swept sinusoidal test.

Random testing is usually more realistic than sinusoidal testing. Multiple frequencies are induced
simultaneously on the test item. Thk is a much more realistic simulation of inputs that occur as a result of
environments like truck transport, or missile launch. At the same time random testing requires more
sophisticated analysis. This analysis became available with the analog filter banks and later, in a much
more elaborate and convenient fo~ with digital computers.

Data Acqukdtion and Data Processing

Modem data acquisition methods began with the use of accelerometers in the 1950’s. Accelerometer based
measurements have endured for nearly 50 years, supported by ever more sophisticated electronics, data
acquisition, and data processing. The readily availability of digital data acquisition and processing
revolutionized data processing during the 1970’s and early 1980’s. Accelerometers now include integral
charge amplifiers so most of the signal conditioning is done inside the accelerometer case. Time series data
is readily gathered tlom up to a hundred transducers. The fast fourier transform (FFT) implements digital
filter algorithms to replace the older analog filter banks. Frequency domain averaging is implemented to
produce power spectra and transfer functions. The transfer functions are then further processed to obtain
modal tiequencies and mode shapes. Compared to the situation a decade ago, enormous volumes of data
are processed into modal models. Modal models are very compact, effective descriptions of linear systems.
Their main limitation is an overemphasis on linear behavior as a descriptor of vibration response. With the
advent of powerful data acquisition and processing algorithms, nonlinear data descriptors will supplement
the traditional linear models.

3.0 Process Outline.

The goals of vibration testing have expanded to include

1. Ensuring unit survival in the expected field environment.

2. Qualifying an analytical model of the test unit in such a manner that the analytical model can both
interpolate response to environments reasonably related to the test environment, and extrapolate response to
environments outside of the test envelope. For example, knowing the response of a test item to 1.0 and 3.0
Gs of random vibration, we interpolate the response to a 2 G input and extrapolate the response to a 5.0 G
input. Interpolation is reasonably straightforward. Extrapolation is much more difficult and demands a
very good understanding of system dynamics and system failure mechanisms. To some extent,
extrapolation derixmds further testing to confm that an unexpected failure will not occur,

The process of vibration testing is outlined in Figure 1. Links between testing and analysis are emphasized.
Each step in this process is critical, born the test definition thru fixture design, preliminary testing, and test
conduct, to reconciliation of the testing and analysis. Each step of this process is discussed in detail below.
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3.1 Define the Test Environment --- Formulate Fhxt Principles Engineering Model.

One major goal of vibration testing is the simulation of field vibrations in a controlled laboratory
environment. Sophisticated engineering judgments are required to select the features of the field
environment which most effeet the test itern. Some features, for example small changes in temperature, or
vibrations above 3,000 Hz., are omitted from the laboratory test on the grounds that they don’t play a
significant part in test item survival. I%e laboratory environment does reproduce field force or acceleration
levels, frequencies, and to some extent test item boundary conditions. Whether justified or not, different
environments are usually tested separately. This separation is based on the practical difficulty of
simultaneously generating diverse environments. The effects of quasi-static accelerations and vibration are
tested separately, for example, because producing both in a laboratory test involves mounting a vibration
machine on a centrifuge. Consequently laboratory tests simulate each environment in isolation. A
conservative attitude, insight, and analysis attempt to compensate for interactions of the various
environments. Ultimately, field testing exercises each environment simultaneously.

The sources of field environments are selected field measurements, engineering judgement, and analytical
models. Many environmental requirements, specifically including vibration, are embodied in Military
Standards (NM Standard 81OE) or in Stockpile to Target Sequences (STS documents). Vibration
environments are traditionally separated into random, sinusoidal, and shock. With sophisticated digital
control systems eomblned swept sine on random and swept random on random environments are produced
in the laboratory as improved simulations of certain field environments.

Random test levels are defined by the input power spectrum sinusoidal tests by frequency bounds, sweep
rate and peak g level, and shock tests by a combination of the pulse form and the shock spectrum. Test
levels are based on “enveloping” the field measurements. In the case of the Power Spectrum enveloping
smooths the measured field spectrum while simultaneously rounding toward higher values. This procedure,
is inherently conservative, since it rounds doubtful or noisy values upward. Problems occur if the
rounding process is applied to deterministic values, for example, when low response levels are rounded
upward in the vicinity of notches in the response transfer function. Since test values are rounded upward,
testing a too low a level is not typically a problem. Testing at too high a level can, and often does, occur,
and is refered to as overtesting.

Overtesting is an artifact of the enveloping process combined with the ability of vibration machines to
generate high forces in any given frequency range. Consider a test item with a lightly damped, internal, 100
Hz. resonance. This resonance absorbs energy tlom the structure at 100 Hz. and, in the field, tends to
lower the acceleration at the test item mounting point, producing a notch in the power spectrum. The
frequency of this notch varies somewhat between different field tests as a consequence of the variation
between different, nominally identieal structures. Enveloping the measured field accelerations smooths
over the acceleration at the narrow notch frequencies and consequently overestimates the interface
accelerations in the notch frequency range. The vibration machine readily generates the forces mwessary
to meet the unrealistic power spectrum even though the internal resonances absorb considerable energy at
the notch frequency. These forces may damage the test item, when, in fact, no damage would eccur in the
field. The tendency to overtest when using enveloped aeeeleraton specta has been recognized for many
years and several procedures used to minimize the degree of overtest. These procedures include
acceleration limiting, force control, and simulation of mechanical impedance at the fixture-test item
interface.

Lhiting simply bounds speetral response of many (or all) response accelerometers to values not
significantly excedng those observed in field tests. Internal test item resonances increase local
acceleration response values, limiting reduces the forces input to the test item at just these frequencies. It is
a relativel y simple procedure and quite effective.

Force control is based on measurement of field forces at interfaces and control of the force input at the test
item interfack in the laboratory. It is more precise than is limiting but harder to implement. Force
transducers are structural links, require modifications to existing structures to utilize, and are consequently
rmely used in field tests. Also, enveloping field forces leads to some problems analogous to those
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encountered in enveloping field accelerations. In fact, at interfaces, both acceleration and force must be
specified for a fully realistic test.

The mechanical impedance approach solves the overtesting problem, which results because the source,
the vibration machine, is unaffected by the test item impedance. A combination of field impedance
measurements and use of force transducers in the laboratory allows intelligent simulation of the true
interface characteristics (Scharton, 1995.).

An analytical model should be constructed prior to test definition to heip define the test parameters.
Excellent communication between the analyst and the test engineer is a critical component of this process.
Prior to testing, the analytical model exercises the test structure in the field environment modifies the
boundary conditions, and exercises the structure in the laboratory, assessing the effects of the changed
boundary conditions and qurdi@ng the fixture design.

Definition of the test vibration test environment and subsequent testing usually deals with tests that excite
vibration along each axis of the test item sequentially. ‘l%is is somewhat akin to the process of separating
the effects of different environments and testing each in sequence. It is intuitively evident that simultaneous
excitation of several axes is more realistic than traditional single axis testing, since the field environment
excites all axes simultaneously.

Simultaneous excitation of several axes of a test item is a challenging problem, but not outside the bounds
of possibility. Controlled simultaneous excitation of multiple axes of vibration requires sophisticated
mechanical coupling between several independent y driven vibration machines. Further, the excitation
signal for each vibration machine must, in general, take into account acceleration and/or force coupling
between the vibration machines. The basic paper in the field is one by Smallwood, who formulated an
algorithm for multi-shaker vibration control.

Analytical model building has been revolutionized during the past 30 years. Dynamic models have
progressed fi-omhand calculated single-degree-of-fkedom models used to represent complex systems some
30 years ago to sophisticated finite element computer models. With continuing improvements in computer
hardware, finite element models have grown in complexity, both in the number of elements in a simulation
(horn tens to hundreds to hundreds of thousands), and in the type of elements simulated. (Beam elements,
gap elements, nonlinear elements). These models achieve accuracy’s undreamed of a few decades ago. At
the same time the models and their associated tests have a long way to go - many mechanical phenomena
are poorly understood from a first principles standpoint, including damping and the behavior of sliding and
bolted joints. k some cases it is fair to say that we are just learning the necessary measurements needed to
understand the vibration behavior of mechanical joints. In any case, in the author’s opinion, there is
insufficient communication between analytical model builders and experimentalkts. Model formulation
and test planning should be concurrent with lots of information interchange.

3.2 Design and Fabricate Fixtures. Analyze F-es in light of the Environment.

The ideal vibration fixture transmits only the desired forces to the test item, while simultaneously
simulating the field boundary conditons. Practical vibration fixtures are quite limited when compared to
the ideal. Typical vibration fixtures are rigid and massive. This produces excellent transmission of forces
to the test item, but generally does a poor job of simulating the more flexible boundaries present in the
field. Fixtures are usually monolithic metal structures. Such structures are by nature lightly damped. The
combined characteristics of light damping and massive rigid design mean that it is usually possible for
powerful vibration machines to transmit sufficient force to the test item to achieve desired acceleration
levels. It is equally easy to over test so the limiting, and impedance control techniques discussed in 3.1 are
of panrnount importance. Rigid fixtures, in other words, shift the burden of proper control from
mechanical construction to electronic control algorithms.

A hierarchy of improvements in fixture design can be envisioned. First, existing designs can be analytically
enhanced, given estimates of modal frequencies available from current finite element codes. Second, an
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analytical model which treated the vibration machine and the test item as known fixed, entities, could
potentially optimize the test fixture using such cost fimctions as known item field boundary conditions and
cross motion requirements. Mechanically, composite fixtures could be developed with improved (higher)
damping characteristics.

3.3 Define Test Instrumentation. Coordinate Instrumentation Locations with Analytical ModeL

For several generations test instrumentation has consisted of four types of transducers: accelerometers,
strain gauges, force transducers, and displacement gauges. Plezcelectric accelerometers are far and away
the dominant transducer. With increasing iiequency, velocity field measurements are made using laser
Doppler velocometers. These full field measurements are very useful for panel-like or 2 dimensional
surfaces. Scanning vibrometers provide excellent spatial resolution for modal tests when sinusoidal
excitation is used. Point velocit y measurements are also useful during full level vibration tests. These laser
devices are very useful, but have not supplanted accelerometers for several reasons, including the necessity
of visual access to the surface and the relatively high cost of a scanning laser system.

In many cases intuition serves as the basis for selecting both the number of transducers and the response
locations. A better method combines intuition with information horn the finite element model, For
example, transducer locations may be selected for model validation, or for observations at locations of
maximum response.

One tkndamental difference between the analytical model and the test (or modal model) is the number of
degrees of freedom. The modal model has 20-200 degrees of freedom while the finite element model has
tens of thousands to millions of degrees of freedom.. Measured test responses don’t have thousands of
degrees of t%edom, even with many measurement locations. – A hundred degrees of freedom may be
detected, but not a thousand. Reconciliation of the test model and analytical model requires two things:
condensation of the analytical model into the critical degrees of freedom (or at least those degrees of
freedom observed in the test) combined with the good, well selected test measurements. There may be
concerns with fixturing and with test to test repeatability, but four factors are especially critical in model
validation: First, unit to unit variability is generally an order of magnitude larger than test to test
variability, even with units nominally identical in construction. This unit to unit variability is currently very
difficult to quanti~ without conducting multiple tests. Second, acceleration measurements are
fundamentally measures of the derivatives of the state quantities velocity and displacement. Acceleration
measurements are incapable of quantifying state initial conditions. The generally limited low frequency
response of many accelerometer models means that displacement shifts, for example in joints, are
undetectable. Thiid, rotational accelerations are d:fficult to measure. Fourth, analytical and test parameters
must be coupled through the measurements. Somehow the situation where a model parameter is sensitive
to a measurement that we cannot accurately obtain must be avoided. For example, if a 0.1YO change in a
measurement changes a model parameter by 35$Z0then the model parameter cannot be validated by the
existing test measurements.

3.4 Select/Fabricate the Test Unit.

The test unit is a sample ti-om a random test unit population just as the test environment is a sample ftom
a random population of possible environments As a first approximation, test units may be assumed
identical, but realistically test units vary. In many cases the variance is unknown, and in most cases the
variance occurs in a high dimensional space. More precisely, if a test of a given item typically shows 20
degrees of fkedom (10 resonances), then the difference between a large set of test items occurs in at least a
20 dimensional space. Sometimes multiple units are available, but usually a single unit is tested. From a
particular population of test items and a particulm set of environments whose probability density functions
are illustrated in Figure 2, the best combination is the test item and environment that maximizes the
information obtained from the test.
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Pick a particular environment
and a particular test item that
maximize the information
gained ffom the test.

Environment PDF Test Item Population.

Maximizing information implies selection of a test item with a particular set of characteristics. Items of
information include unit survival, boundaries to failure, and, components most likely to fail. The test
should clarify critical parameters. Unfortunately, just as the test item population exists in a space of many
dimensions, so does the information gained from the test. Current test planning attempts to maximize the
information obtained from a test, though often in the absence of a good analytical model.

3.5. Evaluate the f-e - Reconcile the Fixture and the Analytical Fixture Model.

Most vibration tests (excluding modal tests) take place in three stages. The first stage of is fixture
evaluation. The second stage uses a mockup test unit. The third stage tests the actual unit. The first of
these steps, fixture evaluation, exercises the bare, or unloaded fixture under test conditions. The fixture
transmits forces from the vibration machine to the test uniL The fixture also serves as a boundary condition
at the fixture-test unit interface. Both the test and field interface forces are usually nonuniform at
ti-equencies above the first interface resonance. The pattern of the field interface forces typically does not
match the force pattern in the laboratory environment. Vibration control systems are used to duplicate the
average forces or accelerations observed in the field. Non phase sensitive spectral averages, which
combine spectral magnitudes, are superior to phase sensitive time averages. At some frequencies phase
sensitive averages allow cancellation of equal amplitudes of opposite phase. An average based on spectral
magnitudes avoids this problem, which otherwise leads to very high input forces when a test unit rocks
about an axis through the plane of the input accelerometers.

Reconciliation of the fixture model and the data from the fixture evaluation qualifies the analytical fixture
model. This qualification includes a realistic, test based, fixture damping value and adjustment of the model
frequencies and mode shapes to match the test values.

3.6 Conduct Preliminary Test. Reconcile Model and Test Results.

A preliminary vibration test is conducted at levels less than the desired test level. Traditionally low level
tests are conducted from –18 Db (1/8) level to –3 Db (0.707) level. Decibel notation is used on many
vibration control systems.

Low level testing exercises the fixture-test item interface. Vibration controllers operate by exercising the
test system with low level vibration (usually random), determining the system transfer function, modifying
the drive spectrum by the inverse of the transfer function, and repeating the process. Once control at a
given level is achieved, the test level is increased. This process exposes the test item to a series of
environments, whose total duration may exceed that of the field environments. The slow increase in test
level allows the control system to adjust to a transfer function that’ changes with test level as a result of
system nonlinearities. Usually more severe nonlinear behavior cwcurs at the higher test levels. A major
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difference between system level testing and modal testing is the effect of nonlinear behavior. At modal test
levels (pounds to tens of pounds of force and fractions of a g to several g accelerations) most test items are
nearly linear. System level tests may require thousands of pounds of force and tens of g responses.
Buckling, variable stiffnesses, and mtxhanical joints are usually nonlinear at these levels. The modal
model is a useful baseline for the system level test, but cannot predict higher level responses in detail. The
first full level system mode is often 10% lower in frequency than the corresponding modal test frequency.
Higher Iiequency modes are poorly correlated with the modal modal, until, at fkquencies above 1000 Hz.,
modes occuring in the system level test that are completely absent in the modal model. HarmoNc
generation may dominate the response at higher tkquencies in a system level test, even though, at modal
test levels, harmonic generation is insignificant.

Some nonlineruity is handled by the vibration controller, in the sense that the control input does not exceed
the desired power spectrum. The drive signal, base on the inverse of the best transfer function estimate,
adjusts for changes in resonant frequencies with increasing test level. Harmonic generation is another
problem. Harmonics mean that the drive at a tkquency f. produces a response at some harmonic nfo. L,hxir
control systems assume that the response at n~ is caused by the drive signal at nfo. As the test level
increases, the harmonic response at n~ increases. Eventually the n~ response exceeds the desired response
level. Even with zero drive at nfo an overtest results. This commonly occurs at twice or three times the
frequency of some low frequency system mode. The harmonic response is also not truely random since it
is related to the response at fo.Usually an overtest due to harmonic response is accepted and documented as
a limitation of the laboratory environment. Note that a fully qualified analytical model produces similiar
nonlinear behavior to that observed in the test.

3.7 Conduct Final Test Reconcile Model and Test Resuk

The test is conducted to levels based the field environment. Test duration may be realistic or based on
some compromise. For some simulations, like missile flight, the field environment duration is equal to the
that of the test. For much longer duration tests, like truck transport, test duration is less than the duration of
the field environment. A compromise is reached based on increasing test amplitude and decreasing test
duration. Any such test depends on engineering judgement, perhaps rationalized by some fatigue related
criteria (Miner’s Rule).

3.8 Evaluate Test Results. ValMate Analytical Model.

Even today, in an era of model validation, a major criteria of test success is unit survival. Component
failure may be a realistic reflection of a field failure or an artifact of the testing process. In practice, failure
of a test item in a vibration environment leads to serious investigations of the possibility that some spectral
component was overemphasized, and that the test was an overtest. Overtests, unfortuantely, are fairly
common. Two factors contribute to the prelevance of ovetesting. Fust, test specificaitons are usually
conservative. Second, force limiting, acceleration limiting, and control of mechancial impedence are not
always used, resulting in very large force inputs at some frequencies.

Evaluate resuhs in terms of new signal processing methods.
The behavior of the test unit during the full level test is the final validation of the test fixture and the
analytical model. Reconciliation of the test item response and the corresponding analytical model
response is the final qualification of the analytical model. Model qualification at fidl level is usually more
difficult than modal model qualification, because the increased test levels excite nontrivial nonlinear
behavior.

A major question regarding test-model correlation deals with the probabilistic nature of the test item
properties. The probabilistic nature of the test item selection and the model selection should be considered.
In most cases a direct comparison of the response time series ffom the test and analytical model is
inappropriate. Time series values are generally very sensitive to small perturbations. Some less sensitive
measure is required for the initial comparison. This measure emphasizes important data features and
condenses the time series values into a readily understandable format. Condensation reduces the effect of
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nondeterministic (from the measurement standpoint) events by averaging them out of the estimation
process as noise.

The Power Spectrum is one convenient and commonly used condensation for test-model comparison. The
modal model, composed of mode shapes, frequencies, and damping values, is the most popular. The modal
model relates directly to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the mathematical model and the power
spectrum to the averaged magnitude of the response Fourier spectrum.

Test-model comparisons look pretty good by the measures defined above. The broader and less precise the
measure used for comparison (fewer degrees of freedom), the better is the test-model comparison. For
example, matching the first modal frequencies is relatively straightforward. Matching the first six modal
frequencies is usually much more difficult. Some suggestions for better test-model correlation include:

1. Better definition of the test item assembly and its specific place in the random population of potential
test items.

2. Improved accuracy of test measurements in concert with better measurement locations.
3. Improved understanding of the fundamental physics underlying the vibration behavior of structures,

especially mechanical joints and damping.

Briefly summarizd better test-model correlation requires better measurements, both in the characterization
of the test assembl y and during the testing process, and improved understanding of physical processes.

Is there any way around this path of ever increasing detail outlined above. Perhaps, in some sense, such a
way exist based on a clever knowledge of the essential features effecting the modes evident in test
responses.

3.8-3.12 Evaluate Test Resuk.

Despite the increased precision, faith in models, and multitude of measurements, the fimdamental fact of
unit survival is important. In the author’s experience the results of vibration tests fall into three categories:

1. The test unit survives with no obvious damage.
2. The test unit is darnaged, but the damage is attributed to an overtest. The test specification is revised

(usually based on either better field data or on a mechanical impedance related function) and the unit
passes the revised test.

3. The unit fails, as do attempts to rationalize changes in the specification, and the unit is redesigned.

These cases, curiously enough, are in order of probability. It seems that most items survive vibration, but a
few fail. Of those few that fail, revision of the specification eliminates most failures. I%dly a few items
still fail, and these are redesigned.

3.11 Fbxd Model QualMcation

Final qualification of the analytical model depends on successful prediction of an environment outside the
bounds of the data used to reconcile the model to the test data. In the most straightforward qualification,
some of the test data is used to qualify the model and the model is used to predict the remainder. This is, for
example, a common procedure in statistical model validation. A more difficult challenge is the prediction
of unit responses outside of the envelope of the test. This is much more challenging and likely requires full
awareness of the probabilistic nature of the test item and of the environment. It is the author’s firmly felt
opinion that, in general, a model used in this manner should be validated using several tests beyond those
used for model reconciliation.

4.0 Challenges:
‘Ihe next few decades will hopefully see many advances in environmental testing. Some of these have been
mentioned in Section 3 above. These are summarized in Chart form below
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The Major Challenges
The Process The Challemze
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3.1 Develop Test Specifications 1. Accurately Quanti& The Random Process
Generating the Environment.

2. Quantify the Degree of Conservatism in the
Testing Process.

3.2 Design and Fabricate Fixtures. 1. Compile the Basic Principles of Fixture
Design.
2. Analyze F@ures before we Build Them.
3. Build Fixtures to simulate Real World

Boundary Conditions.

3.3 Define Test Instrumentation. More Accurate Measurement more and better
chosen measurement Iocations. (A new form of
measurement sensor?).

3.4 Fabricate Test Unit Using both our Past Experience and Analytical
Model% Know Where to Use Real Parts and
Where to Use Mockups. Precisely quantify
assembly parameters and where the unit falls is
the possible test unit population.

3.5 Evaluate/Qualify Fixture. AnaIysis Concurrent with test fixtme evaluation
to suggest Realizable fixture Improvements.

3.6 Conduct Preliminary Test Mhdmize Pre Test Time and Effort.
3.7 Conduct Test 1. Better Control and Simulation - MuIti-

Shaker and MuUi-Axis Testing.
2. Realktic Simulation of Real World

Boundary Conditions.
3. Simulation/Control of Non Gaussian and Non
Linear Behavior.

3.10 Reconcile Testing and Analytical Model. Know when to modify parameters and when to
change the model. Better understanding of
structural physics, especially joints and damping.

3.11 In Event of Failure, Redesign or Change the Fix the ProbleW not the blame.
Test Specifications.
3.12 Report and Archive Test Data How Many Reports and Data from tests 5 or 10

years ago are readdy Available? How many
lessons have to be relearned?

4.0 Conclusion - A New Paradigm Testing for Model Validation

Vibration testing has advanced significantly over the past several decades. Comparatively speaking,
enormous volumes of acceleration &ta are now available for virtually every vibration test. This data is
readily compressed into frequency response functions and modal models. The”modal models are compared
with corresponding analytical models. Model updating techniques are used to adjust analytical model
parameters to minimize the differences between model and test frequencies and mode shapes. These are
very positive developments.

Model and testing limitations lie in areas other than the direct recording and translation of acceleration data
to modal models. Two major Iimitiations of models are the inability to model damping and the limited
degree to which nonlinear behavior is incorporated into model construction and model validation. Much
more thorough understanding of darnping mechanisms in real structures is required. Currently we know
enough to bound the range of darnping values for some typical structures. A much more thorough
understanding of mechanical joints is required to accurately model structural joints. Some studies now
underway offer a beginning to such understanding
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Except for some special cases, nonlinear behavior in vibration testing is not considered in most models.
The linear modal model is assumed to be a sufficiently accurate approximation to the test item. To a first
approximation this is usually hue. As more sophisticated and accurate measurements become available
modeling nonlinear behavior becomes possible and probably essential. When the results of an analytical
model are extrapolated to regions outside the region of the test data.

In summary, we have, as a testing and analysis community, come a long way in the last four decades. Many
challenges remain, preeminent among these are realistic models of damping and nonlinearity, improved test
measurements, consideration of the probabilistic nature of the test item, and clear definition of the
relationships between tests and models.
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